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Dear Middle Level Members and Advisers: 

     I am so excited for all the exciting events happening

throughout the rest of the year. If you are interested in

participating in a specific event or generally becoming more

involved be sure to check out the event calendar on page 2!

    The state officers have been hard at work making FLE, Live

Connections and so many other opportunities to connect

possible. We truly appreciate your participation in these events

especially as we attempt to connect virtually this year. Thank

you for all your love, support, and effort. We are excited to

continue connecting with you and are prepping to gear up for

competition in the upcoming months.

    

VP of Middle-Level Development 
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Breathing Techniques

    One of the most common phobias in the world is 

 the fear of public speaking. Know that if public

speaking is overwhelming or scary for you, 75% of the

population feels the same way. This article will share

two techniques to help calm your nerves before any

speaking competition or event. 

1.

Breathing Techniques are an extremely common

calming method. The most common method is called

the 5/7. If you find yourself getting overwhelmed

focus on breathing in deeply for 5 seconds then

completely exhaling for 7 seconds. This will help

regulate your breathing, re-direct your focus and

calm your nerves. 

     2. Rationalizing  

The next technique is to rationalize. Prior to public

speaking people often find themselves panicking over

the impact of the speaking event and blowing the

consequences of their speech out of proportion. If

you find yourself doing this it can often be helpful to

focus on the facts. Repeat a mantra to yourself like

"This is no big deal" or " No one will remember this in

a week." It helps to remind yourself that as important

as the event seems in the moment it is often not as

crucial as you may think.

    While public speaking may be scary once you've

overcome your fears it's one of the most rewarding

experiences you can have. Hopefully you have found

these techniques useful and will implement them at

you're nesxt speaking event.

November 1 - Non-Stop November

Opens (due December 10)

November 15 - American Enterprise Day 

November 17 - March of Dimes World

Prematurity Day

November 30 - Tomorrow's Business

Leader Fall Edition is released 

November - FLE continues and new

workshops are uploaded 

November - Online Testing Tournament

Continues 

Live Connections Dates -

11/18 

12/2

12/9

December 2/5 - Fall Stock Market Game

deadline 
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STAYING INVOLVED 
Amidst the Corona Virus pandemic, students all
over the world have had to adjust their schooling
schedules. Whether it is switching to online
school, or taking part in the hybrid schedule,
students have had to modify their mindsets in
order to adapt to new environments. However,
this doesn’t mean you can’t stay involved in clubs
and extracurriculars!

ALUMNI 
ADVICE!
Payton Golaz,
former chapter
president, says

"The best thing you
can do is try to find
creative solutions
to the problems we
are faced with right
now. Find safe
ways to continue to
meet and do
necessary activities.
Innovation and
problem solving
are a huge part of
FBLA, so even if you
can no longer do
things
conventionally
adapt and
overcome," 

BEING AN ACTIVE FBLA MEMBER 

A great way to stay active in FBLA includes

keeping close contact with your advisor

and officers. You can ask your advisors and

officers when the next meetings will be to

ensure that you know what your chapter is

doing within FBLA.   In addition to this, you

can make sure that you are completing

and keeping track of your LEAD tasks.

Doing this will keep you involved in FBLA

while increasing your productivity.

by Zoe Maung - Chapter Development Council - Outreach Director


